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Eighty years ago, on October 4, 1909, the monument commemorating the founding
of the UPU in Bern was unveiled . To mark this event, the Swiss PTT issued two
postal card designs showing part of the monument . A portion of the 5 Cts . card is
shown here . In addition, a special issue of 2000 of each card was produced on hand-
made, deckle-edged paper and given to selected dignitaries .
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Points Of Interest

• Our 1989 Convention is history . For a blow by blow report read
Bob Zeigler's special exposé (p .192). Nine AHPS members exhibited
and displayed, in over a thousand pages, a wonderfully rich
spectrum of Swiss philately, ranging from the old stand-by "Swiss
Fondue" (which could use some fresh cheese and an added sprutz
of Fendent), through "Soldier ' s Stamps of WWI," "National Fete
Cards," "William Tell," "Standing Helvetia," "WWII Censored Mail,"
"Airmails 1913-38," to two great "Cross & Numeral" exhibits.
Congratulations to all the winners ; I just wish there could have been
more members there to appreciate all your effort!

• In the meantime, a number of decisions were made at the
convention and through correspondence with the board:
- - We will skip next year and not hold a convention . We
recognize that the time (and money) factor is crucial in gathering
and mounting some of these major exhibits, so are travel and
lodging expenses for officers and others who attend these distant
gatherings . To compensate, a number of AHPS members are
planning to attend "Helvetia Geneve 90," a Swiss exhibition at the
national level, to be held in Geneva between Sept . 5 and 16 . Let's
call this a substitute "offshore convention . " If anyone is interested
in meeting other AHPS members going that way, please contact
your editor who plans to be there as well.
- - But, for 1991, we have a great place for you to exhibit and
visit : Toronto, Canada. We have had a fair number of Canadian
members all these years, but there is always room for more.
Hopefully, our presence at the annual Toronto stamp show will
enhance our prospect . Our friend, Ed Walton, kindly offered his
services to organize this gathering for us.
-- For the time being, no convention is planned for 1992 ; but
ROMPER, in Denver, was approached and selected as our conven-
tion site for 1993 . Dick Barton, our energetic Western Region
Director, will get this into swing.

• We applied, but were turned down, for special third-class bulk
mailing privileges (the non-profit rate) . The reason given for our
turn-down was that we are a social club, which is not one of the
categories earmarked by Congress for preferential rates . We are
incorporated as a non-profit organization; unfortunately, that and
two bits won't even get us on a bus anymore . Going one step
further and getting tax-exempt status from the IRS seems to be out
of reach as well, given the organizational setup and the lack of
volunteer manpower to tackle the legal aspect.

• While the membership roster is not growing, our expenses
definitely are . We have steadily eaten into our reserves the last
few years and have reached a critical point. The drop in member-
ship, while not alarming, is a small trickle in spite of a smooth
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running operation, excellent member services, and a top-notch,
award-winning journal (Tell recently received a vermeil award at
STaMpsHOW 89!) . We will have to spend
more money to "buy" new members . One such
effort, alas at a rather stiff price, is a small
advertisement in the 1990 Scott Catalog, Vol.
IV. But that's only the beginning . We also
had to replenish our exhausted stock of exhibi-
tor awards in the form of new medals (showing
the popular St .Gotthard post) and get a new
Grand as Ralph Soderberg walked off with the
last one as a three-time winner.

• All this was to tell you that we had no choice but to raise the
dues for next year . You probably have received by now the first-
class mailing asking you to promptly pay your dues . While the new
basic rate is $15, for most of you the effective rate is actually
$12 .50 as we extend a discount for early payment before Dec . 31,
1989. Eighty percent of you pay promptly ; it's the chronic
stragglers that cause us extra work and expense.

Equally, we have increased our Tell advertising rate for next
year to improve our revenue-to-cost ratio a bit . The new rates are
already in the mails to our advertisers . They are still reasonable,
but please do us a favor and keep patronizing our advertisers and
supporters. This is a small world and we need each other!
Unfortunately, despite numerous tries by several members, we have
been unable (since the death of Ernie Kehr) to pin down anyone
within the Swiss PTT to authorize the expenditure of a few Franken
for an ad in Tell . Talk about frustration . . . . On the other hand,
through the benefit of our association with the Union of Swiss
Philatelic Societies, we just received a nice check of 600 sFr . from
the Swiss Philatelic Fund for our journal, Tell . Danke schön!

• You will also notice in the letter, that we bring before you a
change in the by-laws to extend an offer of pre-paid life-member-
ship to those who don't want to be bothered every year with dues
payments, have enough confidence in their longevity and the
survival of the Society, and have the means to drop us a check for
$300 . I know our Treasurer will invest it wisely, thus offsetting
part of the cost spiral in the years to come.

• To top off our money raising effort, we will call for a Donation
Auction later next year when our new Auction Manager feels
confident that he can handle the additional load . Look for his
special announcement to that effect in a future Tell.

• Don 't let all this news distract you from enjoying your Swiss
collecting! Most of this is just administrative fluff and a pain ; but
someone has to do it for the future well-being of your Society . ..

Your President.
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

It seems that profiteers have already cornered the market for
the Pro Patria booklet . Only 30,790 booklets were made and sold
by the PP Committee for sFr . 7.50 apiece as a pilot project to test
the market . Already, two dealer advertisements have appeared in
the SBZ (6/7/1989) offering to sell mint booklets for sFr . 12 .50 and
14 .50, and first day canceled booklets for sFr . 17 .50 and 24 .00 . Will
prices go higher? Are the test market results valid?

To make matters worse, there are three types of the booklet!
Not all of the booklet covers were printed at the same time and
there are printing variations . Type I : both sides printed in strong,
clear colors ; the last line on the inside front cover has only the
price in bold type . Type II : colors are pale; the last line entirely in
bold type. Type III : strong, clear colors; no printing on the inside
of the covers . Recent prices for mint booklets (sFr .) : Type I, 16.-;
II, 18 .50; III, 28.—. Type II booklets are part of a second printing
of 10,000 to meet demand ; Type III booklet covers are probably
printer's waste used for the same purpose.

The BBZ (7/8/1989), Zumstein's journal, stated that since the
booklets were privately produced and marketed, they will not be
listed in Zumstein's specialized catalog.

My editorial about junk material (July, 1989) provoked some
strong responses . One writer said that burning damaged stamps
would deny budget-minded collectors the pleasures of collecting and
eventually "only governments and museums will have the financial
resources to buy [stamps] . "

I doubt that selective trashing of stamps will have these results.
Most of my burn-bag stamps were printed in the millions and have
a catalog value of five to ten cents . If you have a hundred
damaged duplicates, so does your fellow collector.

Another writer said I was a "philatelic philistine" and compared
me to book burners, conquistadors, and mideast madmen . With
that off his chest, he correctly pointed out that postmark collectors
don't care about the underlying condition of the stamp. Slightly
damaged stamps with a clear postmark, full or partial, are indeed
collectible . Consider sending your burn-bag items to your marco-
philatelic friends . But, postmark collectors, before you pass away,
please arrange to give your collections of slightly damaged stamps
to like-minded collectors and keep them out of the hands of
unscrupulous dealers selling lead at gold prices.

In my support, one writer said " philatelic prophets usually have
a tough time ." Another wrote that he "often felt this way . . .but
could get almost no agreement ."

The Swiss PTT's annual report revealed that intensive efforts to
gain new philatelic service subscribers could only bring in another
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100 collectors, for a total of 192,542 subscribers . Perhaps they
should try advertising in Tell? Hello . . .PTT . . ..

If you're at all interested in theStrubel
issue, you should have the English translation
of Walter d'Aujourd'hui's monograph published
by the Swiss Philatelic Society, Basel in 1982.
The translation was produced by member Ed
Walton with the assistance of the AHPS . A
small quantity of this 25-page booklet is still
available for $6, postpaid (net proceeds will go
to the AHPS) . Send your check (payable to
AHPS) and order to : Frank Young, Treasurer,
412 North Main Street, Herkimer NY 13350.

Harlan Stone sent me a photocopy of the Society's one-frame
exhibit for World Stamp Expo, Washington DC, Nov . 17 to Dec . 3.
Our promotional exhibit was a nice mini-survey of Swiss philately
with items loaned by H . Bauman, K. Barlow, E. Bergman, F . Ganz,
C . LaBlonde, B. Marsden, R . Rainey, and H. Stone. Bud Fahs and
Richard Blaney arranged to show our slide program, "Switzerland,
A Panorama," on Dec . 2 . Volunteers, we thank you all.

And, a special AHPS thank you to Bob Zeigler for organizing
our convention at INDYPEX . Reports of our gathering appear
elsewhere in this issue.

Congratulations to AHPS member Ernie Bergman on his election
as Director-At-Large of the American Philatelic Society, and to
Harlan Stone on his appointment to the Board of Trustees of The
Philatelic Foundation.

What wes your favorite Swiss stamp issued in 1989? And what
was the worst? Send me a post(al) card listing your favorite and
worst 1989 stamps for Switzerland and Liechtenstein . The results
and your comments will appear in a future issue of Tell.

All of you will have received your 1990 dues notice by now. If
you haven't sent your check yet, take a moment to do it right now.

And lastly, your AHPS officers would like to express their
wishes that you have a pleasant and happy holiday season.

AHPS At Indypex '89

	

Bob Zeigler

Our National Convention, such as it was, is over . For the twenty
or so members who came, it was a unique and enjoyable experience.
For the hundreds who stayed away, you missed a lot of fun!

Friday the 15th saw the show open with a stunning array of
Swiss exhibits . Though INDYPEX was a 275-frame show this year,
the 63 frames of Swiss, encompassing nine exhibits, were a
dominant force, far surpassing other societies convening at the

(continued on page 200)
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Join the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies

Once again this year, the AHPS, as a member society of the
Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies (VSPhV), can offer its members
the opportunity to join the VSPhV . The primary benefit is a
subscription to the SBZ (Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung) . This
monthly journal is the Swiss equivalent to The American Philatelist
of our APS. The SBZ is written German and French ; but also has
many pictures, ads, etc . As the SBZ subscription runs from January
to December, it is imperative that you join or renew by December
31st . This is a firm cutoff, no late payers.

Membership in the VSPhV for AHPS members is $16 .00 which
includes your subscription to the SBZ . Shortly after the start of
October, you will receive a bill for your 1989 AHPS dues . To save
effort, you can add the $16 .00 to your AHPS dues payment . If you
have any questions or you have already paid your AHPS dues, you
can write or send your check for $16 .00 directly to our representa-
tive to the VSPhV :

Ralph B . Soderberg, M .D.
PO Box 36067

Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236

Remember that the deadline for payment is December 31, 1989 for
1990 membership . Checks should be made payable to AHPS.
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The Dornier Do-X

	

Oliver W. Clemons, Jr.

The year 1989 marks the 60th anniversary of the first successful
flight of the giant twelve-engine seaplane Do-X . On a cool clear
morning, 12 July 1929, Captain Richard Wagner pushed the throttle
forward and soon the 54-ton giant lifted from the calm water of the
Bodensee (Lake Constance).

This year also marks the 20th anniversary of the death of Dr.
Claude Dornier, who developed this Flugschiff or flying ship . Dr.
Dornier was born in Kempten, in the Allgäu region of Bavaria on
14 May 1888 and died on 5 December 1969 in Zug, Switzerland.

Following World War I, the Treaty of Versailles imposed harsh
measures on the Weimar Republic, which had replaced the Kaiser.
Not the least of these measures were tight restrictions on the design,
construction and manufacturing of anything which could have
future military significance. The Dornier Company set up manu-
facturing plants in Italy to manufacture several types of aircraft for
the Italian government as part of war reparations . However, the
company decided to pursue the design of a large seaplane at its
headquarters in Manzell, near Friedrichshafen (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 . Location Map.

Due to almost constant investigation by the French occupation
troops, Dr. Dornier decided to set up shop across the Bodensee in
Altenrhein, Switzerland . Thus, with a German aircraft concept
constructed in Switzerland, one could say that the Dornier Do-X
was a German/Swiss aircraft.

Figure 2 shows a postcard of the Willy Müller poster publicizing
Altenrhein Flying Days, scheduled for Saturday and Sunday, August
24/25, 1929. However, the official logs of the aircraft do not
indicate that any flights actually took place on either day . Perhaps
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Fig . 2 . From the poster collection of the Arts & Crafts Museum, Zürich.

the weather was inclement . In any case, there was to be at least a
public viewing of the "Largest Flying Ship in the World ."

Flying within two years of Lindbergh's famous trans-Atlantic
flight, the Do-X had some impressive statistics (Fig . 3) . It had a
length of 40 .05 meters (131 .4'), a wingspan of 48 meters (157 .5'),
and was powered by 12 Siemens Jupiter air-cooled engines, placed
back to back in six twin engine nacelles . Because the rear engines
had a problem with overheating, they were replaced with 12 Curtiss
Conqueror water-cooled engines manufactured in the United States.
The plane had three decks; and, while it was designed to carry 60-
75 passengers comfortably, on one test flight it did carry 170
passengers, a record which would stand for some twenty years.
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Fig . 3 . Dimensional drawing of the Do-X 1,
with the seating plan for 66-72 passengers.

The first recorded mail carried aboard
the Do-X was on its 77th trial flight, on
17 November 1929 . Covers were prepared
in Friedrichshafen, Germany; Gaissau,
Austria ; and Staad bei Rorschach, Switzer-
land. However, these covers were not
authorized by any of the three postal
authorities. The Süddeutsche Rundfunk
(South German Broadcasting Corporation)
sponsored the trial flight on 17 November 1929 . It prepared both
a single circle . cancel (Fig. 4) and a double circle cachet (Fig . 5) to
be applied to all covers and were printed in red, red-violet, violet
or black . After being flown, the covers were taken to either
Friedrichshafen (German franking), Gaissau (Austrian franking), or
Rorschach (Swiss franking) for cancelling .

Fig . 4.
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The postal regulations in Switzerland at
the time were clearly specified in the
PTT-Amtsblatt Nr . 17 dated 26 February
1923 . It stated that airmail stamps were
only to be used to cover the additional
airmail surcharge . In exceptional cases,
envelopes to be air mailed could be com-
pletely franked with airmail stamps or
partly franked with airmail stamps along
with surface mail stamps to account for
the proper rate . The franking of regular
mail with airmail stamps was not allowed.

Fig . 6 . Rorschach 17 .XI .29 ; regular postage postal card correctly
canceled ; black double circle cachet . From the Author's collection.

Apparently the postal clerks in Rorschach didn't know that these
trial flights were not officially designated "Air Mail" flights or
perhaps they didn't remember the directive . While a number of the
covers were surface-rate postal cards (Fig . 6) others were franked
with airmail stamps . All covers brought to the Rorschach PO on 17
and 18 November 1929 were cancelled, including those with Swiss
airmail stamps (Fig . 7) . Somewhat too late, the postal authorities in
Rorschach noticed the cancels applied to the airmail stamps and
apparently notified Bern of the situation . On 20 November 1929,
the following ruling from Bern arrived in Rorschach:

[Trial flight] covers franked with regular postage are to be
postmarked and forwarded to their destinations. Airmail
stamps used as postage on these covers are invalid ; cancelling
may not be done ; and the stamps are to be considered as if
they were not there, with "O" (zero) noted on the envelopes
next to the stamp(s) to denote invalidity . These covers must
be franked with postage due stamps . The Rorschach date
cancel may be placed on the cover (Fig . 8).
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Fig . 7 . Rorschach 17 .XI .29 ; airmail franking incorrectly canceled against

postal regulations ; black double circle cachet . Courtesy DBZ ; Vol .3, 1984.

Fig . 8 . Rorschach 20 .XI .29 ; airmail franking invalidated ; 20c postage due
added and canceled with Rorschach date stamp . Courtesy DBZ ; Vol .3, 1984.

There are at least 21 covers known from the trial flights of the
DO-X with Swiss franking:

Rorschach 17 .XI .29 15 covers
Staad bei Rorschach 18.XI .29 1 cover
Rorschach 20.XI .29 5 covers

Perhaps one of you will be fortunate to find a different date or
marking. If so, please let me know and together we can complete
this chapter in Swiss airmail history . The hunt goes on!

Editor's Note : Mr. Clemons' address is : 111 Cinder Rd, Timonium MD 21093-4308.
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AHPS Mail Auction

Looking ahead to 1990, present plans are to have a minimum of
three Mail Auctions during the year . Tentatively they will be
scheduled for March, July and November . Much will depend on
maintaining an adequate flow of good Swiss and Liechtenstein
philatelic material and to accomplish that we will need much help
from you, the AHPS members . With a plentiful supply of auction
lots it may be possible to expand upon the planned schedule.

Auction #85 is small due to the dearth of material in the Swiss
stamp category . There are quite a number of nice Liechtenstein
items as well as a broad collection of Swiss Railway Stamps.

AHPS Mail Auction #85 Closing Date: December 15, 1989
Values are from Zumstein 1988/89 Catalog unless stated otherwise ; 1 sFr . = $ .60.
Submit bids to : Vinal Grim, PO Box 674, Minocqua WI 54548.

Lot Description	 $ Catalog/Est

SWITZERLAND
1 376-7 (Z 349-50) Blocks of 4, FD cancel S .487 ; OG, VF	 $72 .00
2 399 (Z 372) Einsiedeln 2 .00 Fr . corner block of 4 w/ margins ; MNH	 $20 .00
3 037-47 (Z DII 65-75) 1950 Official overprints on 1949 Technical

Landscapes series ; MNH, VF	 $84 .00
4 3083-93 (Z DIV 84-94) 1950 BIT issue ; MH, mounted on

Minkus album page	 $75 .00
5 Z S .12 Interspace pair ; unused OG ; hinged at top of each center row

of perfs, hinge shadow on interspace, initials AS on interspace.
Lower 4 teeth to right of hole have perf separation	 $125 .00

6 Coll . of 185 Swiss RAILWAY STAMPS. 1874 Jura Industrial Issues
(12, 7 different, 1981 cat . £632) . 1940-50 error 5 Fr . brown-olive
cat . £30 . 1913-50 Federal Issues (166, most values included
with some duplication) . Six imperforate proofs . A scarce assembly.
Those listed in 1988 Zumstein catalog sFr . 384.
Minimum bid $500 .00 ; Est	 $800/1000 .00

LIECHTENSTEIN
7 90-93 (Z 80-83) 1929 Prince Francis I set ; mint, hinged, F	 $30 .60
8 114 (Z 120) 3 Fr . value, Prince Francis ; used, F, nice cancel 	 $180 .00
9 116-29 (Z 105-18) 1934-35 Views ; set of 14 stamps includes

Z .106y, 107y . Used, an attractive set with nice cancels 	 $150 .00
10 130 (Z 119) 2 Fr . value, Princess Elsa ; used, nice lower right

corner cancel . Two short perfs on upper left, otherwise Fine 	 $180 .00
11 136-50 (Z 126-39) Complete set 1937-38 Views ; MNH, VF	 $84 .00
12 157-59 (Z 147-49) 1939 Coat of Arms/Franz Joseph II Issue ; used,

very attractive well centered set with nice cancels ; VF	 $93 .00
13 176-80 (Z 166-70) 1942 Anniversary set, canceled, OG except low

value stamp	 $39 .00
14 198-211 (Z 188-201) 1944 Views, set of 14 stamps ; used	 $31 .00
15 244-45 (Z 233-4) Blocks of 4 with centered Vaduz FDC ; NG, VF	 $258 .00
16 Group of 17 stamps including 1937 Labor issue (4), 1941 Agriculture

issue (5), 1939 Airmail set (7) and Scott 265 (Z .254) 1952 overprint.
All stamps MLH, VF	 $40 .00

17 B18 Z W19) 1946 Souvenir Sheet ; mint, lightly hinged	 $20 .25
18 C14 Z F16) 1935 60 Rp . overprint of 1930 1 Fr . Airmail ; used,

nice cancel on left side, VF	 $48 .00
19 C15 (Z F14) 1 Fr. 1936 Zeppelin Airmail ; used, straight line

cancel, VF	 $96 .00
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COVERS
20 B45-48 (Z WI 45-48) Pro Juventute registered cover with cds

'Robenhausen-Stegen' ; tear (1") at top center	 $48 .00
21 B170-73 (Z WIII 25w-28w) 1948 Olympics, registered FDC, Krienz cds $108 .00
22 B170-73 (Z WIII 25w-28w) 1948 Olympics, registered, St .Gallen cds	 $30 .00
23 B183-86 (Z WII 42-45) Registered FDC with cds

'Geneve/Les Eaux Vives 15 .VI .49' to Brussels	 $150 .00
24 Swiss Feldpostkarte with cds 'Ermengerst 14 .Jun .17' overstruck with

cds 'Feldpost/Post de Campagne 18.VI.17' and Swiss WWI Soldier
Stamp 'Fus . Bat . 38' showing kneeling soldier, cds 'Bataillon/Feldpost/
No . 38' . Upper left cachet shows soldier at desk writing letter . Est . . $30 .00

25 Two cards . Swiss postal card with addit . 10c Tell stamp and Locarno
'Fete des Camilias 18-19-20 Avril 1925' ; cds Locarno 31.III.25 . Swiss
Post Card with hotel Luftkurort Stoos pictured, label inscribed
'touristenverein/DIE NATURFREUNDE' . Est	 $40 .00

26 Two 1927 Flight Cards Lausanne—La Chaux-de-Fonds, 30 Mai 1927,
on official postcard with 25c blue imprint . 1984 Luftpost
Handbuch sFr . 70 . Est	 $50 .00

27 Inaugural Flight Cover, Zurich—Rio—Sao Paulo, canceled : 27 .V .54
Zurich, 28 Mai 54 Sao Paulo . Franked with pair of Sc . C44 (Z F44)
addressed to Luzerne, PA. 1984 Luftpost Handbuch sFr . 100 . Est . . . $75 .00

28 Three WWII Censored Covers : 2 covers Biel/Bienne to New York cds
5 .XII .1940 and 31 .XII .40 ; 1 cover flown Lufthansa to New York,
German censor ; cover has i" tear at top center and diagonal stains
on front and back . Est	 $25 .00

29 Five Covers . Three registered : Bern-Bruckfeld to Milwaukee with
Z 343-46 set ; Emmenbrucke 19 .IV.49 cds to Belgium with Z 285-6, 288,
290, 257, 204 ; Zurich 17.III.53 Airmail to Los Angeles . Two express:
franked with Z K37 tête bêche (1 Pr . and 1 B/4) ; Zurich to
Brussels with 1945 Pro Juventute and Z 206 . Est	 $38 .00

AHPS At Indypex '89

	

(continued from page 192)

show . As to quality, the Swiss exhibits would take home half of
the eight gold medals awarded, plus the Grand award! (See Harlan
Stone's article, p .207, for the details .)

Friday afternoon, our "Panorama" slide show was presented to
about 25 people . That evening, Bob Zeigler hosted a recep-
tion/dinner party at his home . About 30 people attended ; half were
AHPS members and half were from Swiss Club of Central Indiana.
Conviviality abounded and both groups had a wonderful time.

Saturday was a busy day of well-attended meetings and pro-
grams. Ed Walton of Toronto presented a fascinating assortment of
slides showing Swiss censored mail of WWII ; this was followed by
Harlan Stone's excellent program on Swiss domestic postage due
usage. The AHPS Annual Meeting took place at 1 :30; the Judges'
Critique followed at 3:30. By 7:00 pm, the Awards Banquet
signalled victory for the Swiss on the exhibition front.

On Sunday morning several members swapped material and a few
heard Bob Zeigler describe his handbook of Swiss philately to be
published by the Collectors Club of Chicago in 1990 or 1991.

In all, this was a most enjoyable convention . The only sad note
was that where a few cared so much to come (one member actually
talked his doctors into delaying heart surgery a few days in order
to attend), so many, despite personal invitations, could not or would
not attend.
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Screen Flaws on Swiss Stamps : 1940-1950
Part IV

	

Heinz G. Lippman

Editor's Note : The Spezi Booklets No. 1-4, written by P . Meier and T. Diggelmann
are available from the publisher (sFr. 48 .- for all four booklets plus postage of sFr.
9 .- seamail) : Briefmarken zum Bäumhlin AG ; Freie Strasse 93 ; CH-4001 Basel
Switzerland . The material presented here is protected by multiple copyrights.

Morse-O Flaw
The Morse-O flaw, RF-O, is formed by

three regular, little lines made up of dots which
look like the three dashes of the Morse Code
"O". It appears on the stamps just slightly
oblique to the vertical or horizontal axis.

RF-O Listing
Z # Description AS Position
252 In front of horse's head H.14
254 Bottom right in Swiss cross H.14
254 In top left corner ?
255 In middle of right edge D.14
262 In the "5" (only two dashes) C/D.6
263 Between "HE" of "HELVETIA" E/F.8
263 At foot of "1" of "10" E .2/3
293 In right top corner B.12
294 Between "UPU" and "0" ?
295 In right top corner B.12
PJ 95 In hair at right bottom ?
PJ 99 In edge right of house F.7
PJ 107 Between blossom and stalk D/E.4
PJ 110 At right top of flower-leaf C.7
PJ 110 Between "1" and "0" G/H.1
PJ 111 Above "V" of "HELVETIA" H.5
PJ 112 Left of closed blossom E.5
PJ 115 Above "2" E/F.1
PP 3 Under "T" of "NATIONALSPENDE" A/B.2
PP 7 At right knee of soldier E/F.2/3
PP 25 Under "ON" of "NATIONALE" D/E .12

Morse-B Flaw
The Morse-B flaw, RF-B, is formed by one short line and three

dots which look like the dash-dot-dot-dot of the Morse Code "B".
It slightly bent and about 1 .5 mm long.

RF-B Listing
Z # Description AS Position
263 Left of "1" of "10" in brown D.2/3
265 Right of "0" of "30" in blue C.7/8
PJ 98 In right top corner (only three dots) B .7
PJ 103 In middle of right edge ?
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RF-B Listing (cont'd)
Z #

	

Description

	

AS Position
PJ 106 Right of stem

	

G/H.5
PJ 107 At top of "2"

	

F/G.1
PJ 108 At right leaf

	

F .6
PJ 112 Under right open flower

	

C/D.6
PJ 127 At right bottom branch

	

G/H .6
PJ 130 Left of flower

	

B .2
PJ 134 In black part of left front wing

	

B .3
PJ 136 At left back leg

	

F/G.4/5
PP 3

	

At the morningstar

	

7

Bean-Shaped Flaw
The authors only mention the bean-shaped flaw, RF-H or

Harricot, briefly in Spezi 4. They say that they have not enough
certain knowledge to discuss it in detail . However, Briefmarken
Auf der Maur shows it on several stamps in their list of varieties
for sale.

It has the shape of a tiny bean and the translator has one
example on PP 6 where it is located to the left of "OU" of
"ROUGE". Zumstein seems to mention it on FP 40 Pf.1 as a
colorless dot left of the fuselage ; on PP 3 in green under "ROTE";
on 261 to the right of the head ; on 263 between the value figures
close to the top; and on 236 right of the crossbow.

There is quite a strange aspect about the flaw on 236 . This
stamp was not printed by Courvoisier, but by the PTT's own
printing works in Bern . This is stated in the Zumstein Specialized
Catalog (p.276) in which they note that only Z# 229 was printed by
Courvoisier and that all other stamps of this issue were printed by
the PTT in Bern . The possibilities of the flaw on 236 are : the flaw
is not identical but only similar to RF-H; that the stamp was
actually printed by Courvoisier; that the plates were prepared by
Courvoisier ; or that Courvoisier's plate was used by the PTT for this
printing.

It is hoped that this article will help you to identify many of the
RFs on the stamps in your collection . If any further details are
required, you can write to me, H .G. Lippman, 680 Roselawn Ave,
Apt. 306, Toronto Ontario M5N 1L3, Canada.
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Swiss Military Mail & Soldier Stamps
Rudy Schaelchli

Swiss soldier stamps have quite an
interesting history that began in June
1915, when the first set of two stamps
was sponsored by the 38th Fusilier
Battalion, Company 4 (3rd Division) . They
were meant to be souvenirs for soldiers
in service protecting the country during
World War I . They proved to be very
popular; and, in March 1916, a set of
three was issued to raise money for
Soldatenstuben, small rooms used by
soldiers for relaxation . This set was sold
during a one-day Benefit Festival in the
Tonhalle in Zürich . A total of 2915 stamps were sold that netted
sFr . 588.—, a lot of money at that time.

Later on, funds raised by the sale of soldier stamps were used
to aid needy families of soldiers. Under Swiss law, military service
is mandatory . Any able-bodied Swiss man can be called into
service anytime during war or other national emergencies . At that
time (WWI), most men represented the only means of support for
their families and military pay was very low . Consequently, there
was much hardship and the sale of soldier stamps filled a genuine
need by aiding these families.

All soldier stamps were issued and sold by the order of the
commanding officers of the units . It was up to the commanding
officers to set quantities and prices . Many private citizens bought
these stamps to help the soldiers' fund . This is why we find soldier
stamps on private mail.

The postal use of soldier stamps is quite interesting . They were
not postage stamps in the strict sense . But, they did have validity
and a definite postal purpose : they made the soldiers' mail instantly
recognizable and expedited its handling by the Swiss Post Office.

While on active duty, Swiss men and women enjoy free frank
privileges (except special delivery and foreign destination mail).
To qualify for free delivery, mail had to be posted from a Military
Post Office and bear an official military unit cancel authorized by
the commanding officer. Naturally, many philatelic items can be
found as well as soldier stamps with regular postal cancels, which
were marked as invalid when detected.

About 300 different soldier stamps were produced during WWI,
not counting the many varieties, printing stages, etc . World War 1I
revived the soldier stamps in a big way; over 2300 different with
about 1000 different designs were issued, not counting tête-bêche,
imperfs, paper and color varieties, souvenir sheets, etc . Many WW1
and WWII soldier stamps can be obtained for pocket change . Others
can cost $1000 or more .

	

(text continues on page 206)
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Above, two examples of the illegal use of soldier stamps with regular postal cancels.
The top letter was caught by the PO and marked "Ungültig" . The one below was
not caught . Both stamps have the commanding officer's overprint.

Portion of a military envelope showing proper fieldpost cancellation.
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The first Swiss soldier stamp catalogs were printed by Paul
Locher of Spiez . His WWI catalog was issued in 1936 with a
supplement in 1960 . His WWII catalog was issued in 1943 followed
by four supplements up to 1965 . Zumstein issued an illustrated
catalog, covering 1939-40, in September 1940 . There was little
interest in collecting soldier stamps for many years due to the
limited printings of these catalogs.

Widespread interest in soldier stamp collecting began in 1977,
when H. Sulser issued a new and updated catalog followed by a
supplement in 1979 . Another supplement to the Sulser catalog,
listing items that have come to light in the intervening years, is in
the works . Soldier stamps are cataloged based upon forty military
unit classes such as artillery, air force, infantry, etc.

A related field is the collecting of military internment mail.
[During the Franco-Prussian War, WWI and WWII, combatants
captured by neutral Swiss forces were interned in military camps
and hospitals until the end of the war . Internees enjoyed free frank
privileges during their internment . -Ed .] Internment mail goes back
to the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71 . During WWI, Switzerland
interned 67,726 foreign military personnel, of which all but 833
were in hospitals . Switzerland cared for 104,886 interned military
personnel during WWII, with 42,671 as the maximum at one time
held in 750 camps spread all over the country . They were separated
by nationalities and criminal elements among them were housed in
special camps. Among the WWII internees were 1209 U.S. military
personnel . The camps, located in 1150 villages and cities, had
different cancels with town names in German, French or Italian.
There were also cancels from internment hospitals.

Other interesting collection supplements are military postal
stationery, many issued by military units . Fieldpost envelopes and
postal cards were issued by the Swiss Government from 1870 to
1916 and fieldpost money orders from 1889 to 1927.

1870 Federal Fieldpost envelope issued for correspondence to the troops.
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Exhibit Awards

	

Harlan F. Stone

In a winner-take-all "play-off," Ralph B . Soderberg won the
Helvetia grand award at INDYPEX in Indianapolis on Sept. 15-17
over Harlan F. Stone and retired the trophy, a Swiss cross in stained
glass, by virtue of his third straight grand . Both displayed the
Cross & Numeral series, and both had previously captured two legs
on the award. Ralph also earned the INDYPEX grand award and the
APS pre-1900 medal.

Because Swiss exhibits earned four of the eight INDYPEX gold
awards, AHPS saw the unusual situation of a national-level gold-
medal display receiving its only bronze medal . Among these gold
winners, Harlan also took the Helvetia gold, Wayne Fitzgibbons the
Helvetia silver for "Switzerland Air Mail 1913-1938," and Edmund
C. Walton the Helvetia bronze for "Standing Helvetia ."

Other INDYPEX medal winners were Robert G . Zeigler, vermeil
for "Censorship and More: Swiss Mail World War 1I ;" Richard H.
Barton, silver for "William Tell ;" Howard A . Bauman, silver for
"Swiss National Festival Cards ; " Bruce Marsden, silver for " Swiss
Fondue;" and Rudy Schaelchli, silver for "Swiss Soldier Stamps and
Military Mail During World War I ."

Recent award winners at other shows have been:
John Bereuter, Early Pro Patria, SONEX (New Haven), silver.
Ernest L . Bergman, Landscape Issues, STaMpsHOW, silver, AAPE

award.
H .V . Clark, Special Swiss Flights, Plymouth Show (Michigan), silver.
Wayne Fitzgibbons, Zeppelin Flights in Switzerland, Philexfrance,

silver.
Ben Henson, Standing Helvetia, VERPEX (Vermont), best foreign,

Lucius Jackson award.
Bruce Marsden, Pro Juventute, WESTPEX, silver-bronze.
Harlan F. Stone, Sitting Helvetia, Philexfrance, large vermeil ; Cross

& Numeral, NOJEX, gold; Postal Wrappers, NAPEX, vermeil.
Steven S . Weston, Tell, STaMpsHOW, vermeil (literature).
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Machine Cancels, A Tale of Two Countries
Charles J. LaBlonde

During my recent participation in the Omaha Stamp Show, I
managed to slip away for a few hours to the old market section of
the city. There I discovered the biggest box of old postcards that
I had ever seen . The cards were in an antique mall and were being
sold for the pictures . This is the normal situation in antique shops.
I turned the box around to browse through the postcards from the
"philatelic side" and was rewarded with hundreds of machine cancels
from the midwest, 1908 to 1915 . This interested me because the
Swiss bought their first cancel machines from the USA in 1911.
And with the machines came the first Swiss machine cancellations
which are still a bit mysterious to this day.

Shown in Figure 1 are the
first four Swiss machine can-
cels, all put into use in 1911
in Bern, all removed from
use in 1912. The four are
relatively rare but not impos-
sible to find. The interesting
parts are the letters and num-
bers in each cancel's flag . As
to the numbers, the Swiss
cancels were all unique and
carried the number "I" ; this is
in contrast to US cancels
(more on that later) . There
have been many theories as to
the meaning and use of the
letters in the cancels; I was
hoping to shed some light on
this by looking at the US
forerunners which also had
the same letters.

According to the Swiss
Machine Cancel Catalog, the letter "C" was used for mail collected
from mailboxes ; "D" was for mail handed in at the post office
counter; "R" was to be used as a receiving cancel ; and "T" was to be
used on transit mail . Based upon the mail I have seen, these usages
were never followed in Switzerland . But what about US cancels?

Here is where I get in over my head and need help from US
cancel experts . In Omaha, I found the same four letters in the
cancels : C, D, R, & T. "C" was much more common than the other
three letters and this is also true in Switzerland according to the
catalog prices . From Omaha (Fig . 2), I found "IC", "2C" and "3C".
Were these branch post offices or merely different machines within
the main post office?

It was obvious to me that "D", "R" and "T" were used much less
than "C", but I found all three from Omaha, all with the number "I"
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(Fig. 3). How and where were these cancels used? The postcards
bearing them appear no different than the ones with "C" cancels.

The lettering and numbering system was in widespread use in the
USA in the early years of this century . And the International
machines sold to Switzerland came with the numbered and lettered
cancels . The bottom-line question is : What was the intent of the
letters and numbers and did anyone follow the intent?
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Any and all correspondence is welcome (PO Box 264, Chelmsford
MA 01824) . For those who want to know more about the Swiss
side of all this, I suggest the following sources:

—Greminger, "Stempelmaschine und Maschinenstempel" ; Postzeit-
schrift ; IX/X 1946.

—Greminger, "Die Entwicklung des Poststempels in den letzten
hundert Jahren" ; Postzeitschrift ; XI/XII 1949.

—Pén, "Philatélie et machines à timbrer" ; Schweizer Briefmarken-
zeitung (SBZ) ; No . 12, 1966; Nos. 1 & 2, 1967.

—Handbuch der Maschinenstempel Schweiz, Liechtenstein, UNO Genf;
Swiss Society of Cancel Collectors (SVP); 1983.

Modern Rarities II

	

Charles J . LaBlonde

This is a follow-up to my note in the May issue of Tell, page
103 . At the end of that note, I mentioned the modern K-cancels
which were changed shortly after their introduction, mostly due to
a postcode change . In the latest issue of the SBZ, a dealer from
Volketswil offers for sale a number of these cancels . His selling
prices are a good calibration point for this type of material:

K.859 6156 Luthern Bad 12
K.863 4411 Arboldswil 12
K.890 9231 Rindal 15
K.236b 7554 Sent 25
K.62c 2900 Porrentruy 1 20
K.938 5262 Oeschgen 15
K.950 4349 Wil bei Etzgen 25
K .958 3711 Scharnachtal 15
K .964 8501 Unterhoerstettin 30
K .989 6142 Ohmstal 10
K.992 6849 Isone 10
K.993 3352 Wynigen 25
K .1004 6671 Cavergno 12
K.1025 6611 Arcegno 15
K.1058 6549 Verdabbio 15
K.1085 1781 Lugnorre 20
K.1086 1781 Praz (Vully) 20
K.1112 8841 Trachslau 25
K.1123 6671 Fusio 25

Note that all prices are retail in Swiss Francs . Many of these are
small towns with low postal volume. The K-cancels available are
on covers serviced by some philatelic organization such as the new
issue service of the Swiss cancel collectors club . To find any of
these cancels on commercial mail is the real challenge.
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Postmarks
New post office:

5232 Villigen PSI (1 .3 .89)
New cancelling machine:

12I7 Meyrin 1 (21 .8 .89) (No Group
Closed post offices:

8336 Durstelen (30 .6 .89)
6300 Zug . Guggital (PkAS) (7 .6 .89)
Mörlialp (PkAS) (31 .5 .89)
7103 Versam Station (26 .5 .89)
7555 Crusch (1 .4 .89)
2913 Roche-d'Or (1 .6 .89)
1924 Le Trétien (31 .8 .89)

Name changes:
29I2 Réclère to 2912 Réclère-Roche-d'Or (1 .6 .89) (K-cancel)
1809 Fenil-sur-Vevey to 1809 Fenil-sur-Corsier (28 .5 .89)
7I04 Versam Dorf to 7104 Versam (29 .5 .89)
7563 Samnaun to 7563 Samnaun Dorf (14 .8 .89) (K-cancel)
7562 Compatsch (Samnaun) to 7562 Samnaun-Compatsch (14 .8 .89) (K-cancel)

Post code changes:
6300 Zug 2 Baarerstrasse to 6302 Zug 2 Baarerstrasse (29 .5 .89)
6300 Zug 3 Herti to 6303 Zug 3 Herti (29 .5 .89)
6300 Zug 4 Bahnhof to 6304 Zug 4 Bahnhof (29 .5 .89)
6300 Zug Paketsammelstelle to 6305 Zug 5 Paketsammelstelle (29 .5 .89)

3 slogan announced yet)

7742 La Rösa (15 .6 .89)
Cham Röhrliberg (PkAS) (1 .4 .89)
1127 Clarmont (27 .5 .89)
1411 Mauborget (27 .5 .89)
7057 Sapün (1 .4 .89)
8585 Eggethof (31 .8 .89)
Basel, Breite (PkAS) (15 .9 .89)
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AutoPO Postmarks

1990 Preliminary Stamp
Programme
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